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1.1

Formal Game Proposal
Game Idea

Our game is an isometric action-adventure game with a heavy focus on cooperative gameplay. As a character with different magic abilities, the players have to
traverse a dangerous planet and solve environmental puzzles by combining their
spells at the right time. Treacherous environment is not the only danger though,
as after certain points in time the players will have to face off against strong
opponents where teamwork will be required in order to struck them down.
The game is set on a fictional planet far away from earth. According to the
ship’s onboard map, there seems to be a human-inhabited village not far from
our players’ crash site, however, in order to get to the point and possibly get
off the planet, our characters have to traverse a hostile environment which tries
to hinder them with complex and unknown areas. Furthermore, every time a
section is completed and hope is on the horizon, unknown lifeforms that can
only be described as alien creatures try to stop the players from progressing any
further.
While making their way through the environment, the characters come across
a multitude of different climates and possible obstacles, and luckily enough, the
planet’s physical properties are not that different from our known earth.

As a matter of fact, our players’ are not mere human explorers. Known to
common folks only as ”mages” they wield the powers of four or more different
elements and can control them at will. Unfortunately, they are individually not
strong enough to use all four elements at the same time, which is why each character is focused on only two elements, e. g. Fire/Lightning and Water/Ice. That
is not at all though, as both the environmental puzzles and our boss enemies
require different elemental magic at different times in order to be progressed
through. In turn, this means that the players have to use the magic at their
disposal in cooperation, because this is the only way to reach their destination.
Considering the dangers which lurk on the planet, they can range from
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simple, small obstacles requiring one or two spells to complex, physics-based
puzzles and multi-stage bossfights. As we are talking about elemental magic,
we envision situations akin to setting wooden logs on fire in order to progress
through them, but also first freezing a river, after crossing it setting it on fire in
order to melt it back into water and then to electrocute the chasing boss enemy,
while it is in the water, with lightning magic. The possibilities for different
encounters and problems-to-solve are basically endless.

As the course’s topic is ”Together”, this game focuses on working together
by using different characters with different abilities and thereby requiring the
players to work together through an cooperative online experience. Hence only
one player would not have access to the entire range of magical abilities and
thereby it would not be possible to progress through all puzzles and enemies.
Down the line we are looking at including a cooperative split-screen mode where
two players can play directly with each other, and also a more varied structure
when it comes to adding questlike elements like for example escort missions.

1.2

Technical Achievement

The primary technical achievement in our game is going to be the implementation of a proper online cooperative multiplayer mode, where both players are
able to play with each other and solve the game’s challenges together. Moreover, the addition of properly simulated physical effects, as all of the magic in
the game is based on natural elements, is going to be important as well and will
therefore be our second important technical achievement. Having said that, a
big focus is going to be to find the right balance between the cooperation required and also the power a single player has, as even though we are giving any
single player only a subset of all possible abilities, the characters also should
feel strong by themselves. After all, these are powerful mages.
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1.3

Big Idea Bullseye

Whenever a challenge is encountered in the game, be it an environmental
obstacle or an enemy boss, the only way to beat it is to work together with a
second player and to use the combined power of both characters’ magic in order
to overcome the problem. Without cooperation and teamwork it is impossible
to succeed in this game.

1.4

Assessment

Overall, we are creating a game which is supposed to be enjoyable, compelling
and focus strongly on cooperative elements. The theme ”together” is the primary focus, as we are designing gameplay around the idea of teamwork, but the
players also should experience the feeling of overcoming big, strong and dangerous enemies together, while primarily focusing on solving varied environmental
puzzles. When a boss enemy is faced, through combining their efforts by for
example one player splashing the enemy with a water spell and then the second
player using a lightning spell to increase effectiveness, we allow our players to
feel powerful with the abilities they have. With this in mind we also allow them
a sense of accomplishment by solving the problem together.
Finally, we are hoping to appeal to a crowd of people who love Diablo or
Magicka, but always felt that these games were lacking more in depth teamwork
elements besides your typical Tank/Damage/Healer archetypes. In addition, we
are throwing in environmental interactions and puzzles for good measure.
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1.5

Detailed Task Breakdown
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1.6

Development Schedule
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2
2.1

Game Prototype
Changes according to feedback

Based on the feedback that we have received in the last week, we have included
a number of different changes to our game.
First and foremost, we decided that we are going to scrap the idea of including a singleplayer mode. Instead, we would like to focus on an interesting,
well-paced and compelling cooperative experience for two players. This is going
to allow us to balance the game properly around this mode and design the puzzles so that they will be balanced specifically for two players. We are thinking
about adding in a four player mode as a high-target or extra, but before that,
the goal is to create a two player experience.
Additionally, we have received a substantial amount of feedback regarding
the core gameplay of our game. After reading through the suggestions by other
people, we have decided to make the puzzle aspect of our game the primary
focus, while reducing the importance of our proposed boss fights. We want to
have a set number of puzzles in different environments that the players have
to solve first before the game ends in one boss battle. This final fight will be
composed of multiple stages which will be more like additional puzzles instead
of an actual combat system one might know from ARPG games.
Also, we have received feedback that the exploration aspect seems very
promising. For this matter we decided that it is the player’s task to figure
out most of the environment interaction whether with or without the elements
by himself. Meaning not doing lots of tutorials or notifications for new scenarios but let the player find out about his possibilities. Finally, it is proposed to
integrate humor into the game. We take this into consideration and will think
of scenarios where it is applicable to the story and gameplay.
When it comes to the narrative background and setting of our game, we
have fleshed it out a bit further. The idea is that our players are not normal
mages, but instead they get their magic by injecting a type of elemental drug in
their bodies, however, because of its toxicity, only one element can be used at
any given point. Their goal is to go to specifically this dangerous planet where
the raw ingredient of the elemental drug is coming from as they have received
information that another ship has crashed there and it is their mission to rescue
the survivors. Now it is the goal of our main characters to find the missing crew
and find out what happened exactly.
By making their way through the planet, the players find out more details
about the incidents that happened before their arrival. Around the game’s
third level, they find the surviving crew. During this encounter they obtain the
ability to add one additional element to their arsenal each, which in turn allows
for more complex puzzles that are going to require even more teamwork. The
game’s finale will be composed of, as mentioned before, a final, multistage boss
battle. Our characters are going to have to use the skills and their understanding
of the environment, which they have acquired during the course of the game, to
beat the final boss and thereby lead the surviving crew to safety.
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2.2

Puzzle Prototype

In order to test out our game idea and boil it down to its most important core
features, we have created two paper prototypes. We used them to recreate two
specific levels where the players have to solve a puzzle and one additional version
to simulate the final boss. In both versions we have created a basic field, which
is divided like a chess board, and both versions work in a turn-based manner.

Player used ice to freeze the river
For the puzzle prototype, both players can move independently from each
other, and each character is supposed to represent one element. They can use
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their elemental magic at their own discretion, but they also have the ability
to interact with objects on a more basic level, like pushing a box or activating
a pressure plate. With these skills, the players have to figure out a way to
traverse the environment, like how they are supposed to cross a hole or a river,
without making a mistake and falling to their deaths. A big part of the gameplay
experience is to figure out, by trying, how certain world objects interact with
the individual elements.

Player used fire to destroy wooden boxes
The core gameplay in our prototype seemed fun while trying it out together.
It was simple and fairly intuitive, but also interesting to figure out how to
interact with the environment and to make mistakes while trying things out.
This is something that we were hoping for with our initial game idea, so this
experience left us with a positive outlook on our core gameplay loop. While the
initial puzzle ideas were rather simplistic, we believe that more complexity and
additional elements will only make it better.
Creating the prototype was not that difficult, as we opted for a simple prototype with paper backgrounds and figurines. However, the actual minutiae when
it comes to gameplay rules and interactions had to be iterated a couple of times
to get it right. Problems like deciding whether the spell only works on a single
object or on an entire area had to be fine tuned to ensure an intuitive grasp of
the interactions.
After playing multiple rounds of the puzzle prototype, we have figured out
that the best experience would most likely, as our aforementioned feedback
stated, occur in a two player cooperative game. The reason for this is that
we want the players, according to the course’s topic ”Together”, to cooperate
and solve problems with each other, but also to feel powerful. Here we gave
the players only a very limited amount of abilities, which made the interactions
feel too limited and one dimensional. With four players, each player would still
feel relatively weak by themselves, while only a single player would not really
cooperate with anyone. Finally, we figured out that adding check points would
be a good idea, as this allows us to go for bolder designs of the levels where
the players can actually fall into traps, making the experience of puzzle solving
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slightly more tense, but not too punishing.

2.3

Boss Prototype

Having described this experience, let us talk about the boss prototype. This
one has been designed initially with the idea in mind that four players might be
playing the game. As the puzzle prototype has shown us that we should focus
on only two players, we took this prototype as a more symbolic representation
of elements and weaknesses. Specifically, each coloured pawn is supposed to be
an element, while the stones represent a weakness of our boss enemy. Each of
our two players controls two pawns at the same time, and one person has to
control the boss.

Stones are weaknesses, pawns are players’ elements
The boss has to roll a dice every round which decides how many steps he is
allowed to move. The pawns can move in any horizontal and vertical direction
and each pawn has a specific ability: Wind can allow one player to move diagonally, fire attacks the weakness or the boss from a distance, ice can slow the
boss and stone can protect one pawn in one round. The goal is to destroy all
weaknesses first and then the boss himself, before the boss is able to destroy all
pawns by walking over them.
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State after the players eliminated two weaknesses
Playing this prototype was a fun experience, however, it took us some time
to get it right and fully comprehend all the rules. After getting this right
though, we were able to play through multiple scenarios, see how they play out
and adjust the rule set.At first, the boss was overpowered, as it was basically
impossible for the players to bring him down, but once we allowed the players to
use their abilities from a distance and also discarded the rule that every round
one stone reappears if not all stones are eliminated at the same time, the balance
seemed just right.
This version was very straightforward to create, as we used elements of
other games like chess to represent the individual objects and characters. The
primary difficulty was to figure out the rules and to adjust them over multiple
playthroughs, as some abilities seemed either too strong or redundant in our first
tries. After carefully adjusting multiple paramters in the gameplay, we came to
the conclusion that it would in fact be better to treat the boss as a multi-staged,
one-off battle, so that we could focus on it being a lasting and very challenging
experience. It also showed us that the balancing of the battle is going to be a
difficult task, because having so many different factors influencing the challenges
proved quite demanding from a balancing standpoint.
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